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Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10402.01

Host SM-Trish says:
The crew have taken shelter in a tunnel until the earthquakes stopped.  They will continue on their journey to find the Captain.  What awaits them?

Host SM-Trish says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The crew find themselves in another cavern, this one is dark, and is much warmer as vents in the rocks are letting out hot air.  Lanterns will be needed.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@::Sitting in shelter, watching as the storm seems to be dying down.  Tricorder shows the clouds have moved "north" (along the shore), and clear skies should be along before long.  Stands and starts looking at how the storm goes.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
::spots Kilbrowski and Miller talking in the corner and frowns. :: Security Officers: You two ladies done gossiping? Good.  Now get back to your assignment.

OPS_Nash says:
::walking with the others with her husband tagging along behind everyone else::

MO_T`Lin says:
::lights her lantern and follows the AT::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He begins to check his equipment, to see how long he can rely on it::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: takes out his photon lamp and shines it on the ceiling illuminating the room for the rest. :: ALL: We all ready to continue on?

CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes out his lamp and attaches onto his left arm and lights it up::

MO_T`Lin says:
::walks over to the CMO:: CMO: I am a little fatigued.  Do you think you can give me something to boost my energy?

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: My leg is still really bothering me.  I seemed to have lost a lot of blood and it is just making me exhausted.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO:I am afraid to say that if you take one more adrenalin boost it will be last for two days!

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*AT*: Storm looks to be dying down here.  Are you still moving along?

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Hears the MO speak to the CMO and gives her a concerned look before returning to his assigned task.:: *CO*: Captain, this is Ensi...I mean Lt. Hazzard, how are you holding up sir?

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Two days is okay for me, sir.

OPS_Nash says:
::looks to see the CTO::  CTO:  I believe so.

MO_T`Lin says:
::yawns as she tries to stay awake::

CMO_Brabas says:
MO:OK take a drink, a bit of water.  And I will make up something on Brufein based energy.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: We're just fine on this end.  A bit wet again, but not as wet as after the trips through the tunnels.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Thank you, sir.  ::Drinks some water to try to regain her strength::

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Here you go.  ::He takes out Hypo and gives some dosage of Brufein and caffeine characteristics::

MO_T`Lin says:
::bends down to change the patch on her leg again.  The patch is soaked with blood.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: silently looks to Kilbrowski and motions for him to assist the Doctors, sending Miller to the OPS :: ALL: Lets move out, people. Single File and very slowly. No more accidents for any of us.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Let me please!  I will check for an infection.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Thank you.  ::Begins to feel the rush of adrenaline beginning to flow as she regains her energy.::

OPS_Nash says:
::sees Miller approach her and accepts the helping gesture::

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO: Just a second, please!

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO*: We are on our way, sir.  The MO is injured and most of the AT is feeling a little fatigued.  Just another day at the office.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: We should probably take a culture specimen to analyze when we get back to the labs.::

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO:I need to clean her wound. ::Points towards MO::

CTO_Hazzard says:
::nods to the CMO.:: CMO: Understood, Doc. Just try to hurry.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: You have an idea of what?

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO: No problem I understand.  It will be in a moment.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: Understood, just heard the Doctors report.  Keep it nice and slow and make sure everything is OK before you move on.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes off T'Lin's pack from leg and scans for infection::

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: I'm not sure, sir.  I took a specimen from CTO Hazzard when he was bit.  I've used my medical instruments to compare the bacteria, and they appear to be similar.

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO*: No worries Captain. You do the same on your end.  Wouldn't do for you to get killed before you get a chance to stick me with my new pin. :: chuckles::

CMO_Brabas says:
::As he finishes with scan he sprays with clean water her wound and prepares new pack.::

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Our CTO seems to be fine, so it might just be my Vulcan physiology that is causing a delay in the healing.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Turns to face the MO :: MO: But It was only one of those little critters that bit me...not that big ugly Duckoid.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Could be.  ::He finishes with pack and gives a hand  to T'Lin::

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Thank you.  I think I'm okay now.  I'm ready to move on.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Walks over to the OPS:: OPS: How you holding up Mrs. Nash?

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Please take my hand!

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: You're thinking that this planet's inhabitants are complete individuals.  I'm still thinking their parts of the whole.  If so, that would explain similar bacteria I think.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Tell me something T'Lin, may I call you T'Lin?

OPS_Nash says:
CTO:  I am slightly fatigued, nothing a good night's sleep in my own bed won't cure, and some time off couldn't hurt either.  ::Smiles.::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Takes the CMO's hand and smiles:: CMO: Thank you, sir.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Of course, please call me T'Lin.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: And you please stop with using Sir.  ::Smiles::

CTO_Hazzard says:
::gives Kyleigh a knowing grin as he walks to the front of the group, tapping his badge.:: *CO*: Then how would you explain the ducks? They seemed to be out right hostile little bas...creatures.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: I didn't have time on board to read your background.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: I will try, sir.  I mean, yes.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: You are half Vulcan and half human, right?  And do call me Jovan.

CTO_Hazzard says:
ALL: Lets mount up people...nice and easy. :: Shines his lamp forward and starts to walk into the tunnel, slowly so the others keep him sight.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: Immune systems would appear hostile to a foreign object.  ::Climbs atop the sheltering rock, looking out to see.::

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Yes, Jovan.  Half Vulcan, half human is correct.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Give T'Lin shoulder to recline on::

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO*: Good Point.  Here's another thing that's been bothering me.  By interacting and acting on behalf of the Rabbits, a primitive native life form, are we not breaking the Prime Directive?

MO_T`Lin says:
::Takes the CMO's shoulder to lean against::

OPS_Nash says:
::lets Miller carry the lantern as she walks close to him::

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: And I assume that your father is Human and mother Vulcan?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: Prime Directive only applies to Sentient species.  Besides, it was helping them as a side effect of protecting yourselves.

CTO_Hazzard says:
::turns back and notices the CMO and MO, looking forward and grumbling to himself for a second.  Focusing on the mission.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::Helps her to climb::

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Actually, sir, you have that backwards.  My father was Vulcan, my mother human.  I tend to take more after my mother though.  ::Smiles at the CMO::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: starts to take note of his surroundings...the light from his lamp reflecting from several gems embedded in the walls, causing the very air to sparkle.  A warm mist seems to permeate from everywhere as they continue.::

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Oh I am sorry if offended you in some manner.

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO* Just making sure, Sir.  Don't need the all mighty muckity mucks to come crashin' down on us.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: No, sir.  No offense.  Please don't think that way.  I am so happy that I've made a friend here.  It's hard sometimes for me because I'm half human, half Vulcan.  I sometimes feel so different.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Still I do not understand.  All half Vulcans that I have met were with the Father from Vulcan species are a little bit in tendencies to be Logical?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: Don't worry, Lieutenant.  If they come down, it'll be on me, and I don't think it'll be a problem.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: looking down he notices a faint moisture on the floor...looking back and keeping his voice curt and professional. :: ALL: Watch your steps folks, floors still got a good deal of condensation on it.  Miller! Eyes forward not on the OPS!

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: I guess I take exception to the rule then.  I tend to follow more after my mom.  Even when I was growing up, my father would try to teach me the Vulcan ways, but I could never quite seem to master certain things.

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO*: Wasn't worried about you.  More concerned for their safety.  I've seen you fight on the Holodeck. :: chuckles::

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Where did you live?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: I'll give 'em at least a hundred meter head start, if it'll make you feel better.  ::Laughs.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::nods toward CTO as if acknowledged::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Looks down at the floor and takes care not to slip:: CMO: I grew up on Vulcan, and went to school on Vulcan.

OPS_Nash says:
CTO:  Don't worry, Mr. Miller knows what would happen if he tried anything with me.  And I am always careful.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: So where did you grow up?

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Ah a prestigious Vulcan science school I presume?

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Oh on Alpha Centauri for a better part of my life.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: I didn't quite fit in with the other Vulcan kids, so I delved into my studies, and of course medicine always intrigued me.

MO_T`Lin says:
::notices the walls appear to be narrowing as they are walking along the tunnel::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@::Starts scanning the washed up debris, trying to learn some things about the ocean life.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: continues to walk slowly forward.  Careful to avoid a cluster of rock formations that seem to be "growing" upwards.  Holding his hand up after traveling for 300 meters. ::  ALL: Hold up for a minute folks.  OPS, Doc...can you come here for a minute?

CMO_Brabas says:
MO:I just know what you mean.  ::Looks on the floor.::

OPS_Nash says:
::is perplexed as to why he is waiting to see her::  CTO:  What is it you need?

CMO_Brabas says:
::Stops and walks toward CTO::

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO: We are here.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: looks to the both of them :: CMO/OPS: Sorry folks but I just noticed something and I wanted to run it by you.  You see the gems that line the wall? :: taps his badge to let the CO listen.::

OPS_Nash says:
::looks at the stones::  CTO:  Yes and why do you ask?

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO: Yes.

MO_T`Lin says:
::Looks to see what all the commotion is about.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He gets closer and looks at them with more interest::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*AT*: Be careful with those.  We touched a few and were going to take some samples, and it was almost like the walls started "bleeding".  It literally flooded the compartment we were in.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: points to a large cluster. ::  AT: I could have sworn that when we started encountering them the placement was more random...kinda rare for that to happen.  But the further we go in.  the more of these sapphires...its almost like...arrows.  Don't you think?

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO*: No touchies the shinies, Aye, Sir.

MO_T`Lin says:
::Takes an apple from her bag, as the shot made her hungry.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: Sorry, just didn't want to have you all get flushed like we did.

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO: Didn't quite look at it that way but...::Looks with an higher interest::

OPS_Nash says:
CTO:  I suppose, but the amethysts also are pointing in the same direction.  See.  ::points them out to the CTO::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Checks her bag to make sure her rabbit friend is okay.  Offers her a piece of her apple.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: nods at the OPS comment. :: OPS: Good catch, Mrs. Nash.  Let's follow them to where they lead.  Might get us closer to the Captain.::

OPS_Nash says:
CTO:  Well, I can't help it, I notice these things.

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO:I recommend that we be careful I don't quite like it.

CTO_Hazzard says:
AT: Lets move out people.  Kilbrowski? take rear point. Miller, your in the middle with Doc Brabas. I'll take point. :: starts moving towards what looks like the end of the tunnel. ::

OPS_Nash says:
CMO:  Take it easy, Doctor, I feel no ill will from the presence I have been sensing.  All is fine.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CMO*: While it's always good to be careful, I don't think the planet would set a trap.  If it wanted us injured, we're already under it's mercy.

CMO_Brabas says:
OPS/CTO: I just wonder what make them as they are?

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The tunnel ends.  With the light from the CTO's lamp, a huge cavern is again entered, only this time, it is bare of any vegetation.  At the back water can be heard.  The AT has encountered the waterway going down into the planet again.  There is no other way out.

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO* : Captain, set your Tricorder to signal strength.  Might be able to tell us if we are getting closer to your position this way.

CMO_Brabas says:
*CO*: I understand it Captain.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Can you follow us?

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: stops at the edge of the water way and sighs. :: Self: well V'gnash!

CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes out Tricorder and scans for life forms::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@::Checks now.::  CTO: Hard to say, but I'll keep scanning for you.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Yes, I think so.  Hold on a minute though.  ::Grabs an airtight bag to put the rabbit into, and speaking to rabbit::  Rabbit:  Do not worry little fellow.  It will be okay.

CTO_Hazzard says:
::sighs reluctantly and looks to the others. :: ALL: Looks like were gonna get wet folks.

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: Are you ready to get wet?

OPS_Nash says:
::notices the water route, she moves off and removes some layers and put them in a waterproof pouch and seals it up and rejoins the group, ready to go into the water::

CTO_Hazzard says:
AT: Attach safety tethers to each other, don't want to lose anyone in the water.

CMO_Brabas says:
MO:I don't like it but I am.  You?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: Signal is a bit stronger, but more than that the signal is getting clearer.  What's about you?  Perhaps I've already seen it?

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: All set, Jovan.

CMO_Brabas says:
All: I hope it is a water with good minerals in it!

OPS_Nash says:
::tells Miller assist the CSO in bringing the food supplies::

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO*: It looks like we are going to have to swim sir.  The tunnel ended in some kind of waterway. :: Turns his eyes to the two security personnel. :: 

Security says: 
::Secure the Supplies and make sure they are air tight. Nothing is worse than soggy rations.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He packs his Tricorder and stands::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Attaches a tether, and tests the temperature of the water, which appears to be warm::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: See if you can find something to use as a makeshift air bag.  The trips can be long.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He puts Med kit into his bag::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: And don't forget to make sure the Dolphins are there.

MO_T`Lin says:
::Seals all her rations and supplies in airtight bags.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::And makes it tight::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: takes out his spare pants and secures the ends, making a make shift air bag. :: *CO* : Understood sir.  MO: Doc, your swimming with me.  I will be able to help you out.

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO*: Dolphins, Sir?

MO_T`Lin says:
CTO: Yes, sir.  ::Waits for the CTO to assist her.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: You know, the creatures you first discovered?  They are available to help move you through.  Just call them.

CMO_Brabas says:
All: And if you feel some kind of exertion, please tell me and I will leave one Hypo in case of need!

OPS_Nash says:
::nods at the CMO::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Looks at the CMO and smiles.  Thinks to herself he is so smart and prepared for anything.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: grimaces at the "sir" :: MO: Mr. Hazzard would be fine, Doc.  or just Hazzard.  :: attaches his tether line to her belt and helps her to the edge of the waterway. *CO*: Aye, sir.  :: starts fiddling with his Tricorder to call the Dolphins.::

MO_T`Lin says:
CTO: Sorry, Mr. Hazzard.  It is just I am stuck on formalities, I guess.

OPS_Nash says:
::she ties a tether to her that Miller offered her::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: I just called for "Dolphin" when we needed them, and they showed up.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Walks toward OPS.::  OPS: Can you do this, are you ok with it?

MO_T`Lin says:
::Makes sure her tether line is secure, not wanting to get separated from the group.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
MO: Well considering we're connected at the hip right now, I don't really think formalities are necessary. :: gives her a smile and a wink before turning to the water.:: Dolphins: Here Dolphin, Dolphin, Dolphin.

OPS_Nash says:
CMO:  I'll be fine, let's just get on with it.  The sooner we do this, the sooner we will find the Captain and go home.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  A dolphin appears, seeing the AT standing at the edge of the water.  It makes a few clicks then more appear, one for each team member.

CMO_Brabas says:
OPS:I will be close if you need help.

OPS_Nash says:
CMO:  I'll be fine.

CTO_Hazzard says:
Self: Well Stun me for a month.....it worked!

CTO_Hazzard says:
ALL: Everyone have a air bag?

CMO_Brabas says:
OPS: Don't mind me I just need to ask you.  ::Smiles and enters water::

MO_T`Lin says:
CTO: I'm ready Hazzard whenever you are.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  As the AT wades in, a dolphin puts it's dorsal fin in their hand.

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO: Yes.  ::Shows::

OPS_Nash says:
CTO:  Of course.  ::sees a Dolphin approach her and notices it calling for he, she gets in the water and goes over to the Dolphin and gently but firmly holds onto it::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: wraps his arm around the MO's waist to help her in and approaches the Dolphin in front of him. Dolphin: Okay little buddy.  Take us away.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He grabs on::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: takes a fin in hand and readies himself. ::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Wades into the water and takes a dolphin fin.::

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The dolphins begin to move, faster than the current, taking the AT further inside the planet.

CMO_Brabas says:
Dolphin: I hope that you are friendly as you look.  ::Smiles::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: holds his breath and tries to hold on.  ::

MO_T`Lin says:
::takes a deep breath as her dolphin takes off.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: notices the Dolphins haven't submerged yet and grins. *AT* : Everybody okay?

CMO_Brabas says:
*CTO*:OK here!

MO_T`Lin says:
::Looks at her dolphin who appears to be smiling at her.:: CTO: I'm fine, and ready to go, Sir.

OPS_Nash says:
::feels safe as she and the Dolphin move further into the planet::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: raises his lamp to get a look at where he is going...his eyes going wide as the waterway rushes by him. ::

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The walls begin to close in on the AT.  But there is still passage on top of the water, no overhangs YET.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: the sparkle of the gems as they rush by almost remind him of the view of the main screen on the bridge when they go to warp. Definitely a eye opener for him. ::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@::Continues cataloguing the washed up debris on the beach.::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Wonders where the dolphins are taking them.  Looks around as the dolphins lead them farther down the waterway.  Notices bright gems in the walls of the cavern.::

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The dolphins begin to slow down... as if waiting for the AT to take a deep breath.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: continues to shine his light forward, noticing the diminishing space between the walls and readies himself just incase. :: *AT* Deep breath people, looks like its time to dive.

CMO_Brabas says:
::As they go farther into the cave he raises his left arm with lamp to se above his head::

OPS_Nash says:
::as they go by the gemstones embedded in the walls, she wonders if there could be a chance for a few souvenirs, of course, accepted with permission from whomever is in charge::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Takes a deep breath, and hopes she can hold her breath as long as needed.  Also thinking it's a good thing the Doctor gave me that shot to increase my energy.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO* Sir, looks like the Dolphins are about to take us through a submerged part of the cave system.  Might be a while till you hear from us.  Just wanted to let you know.

CTO_Hazzard says:
::squeezes the fin to let his dolphin know he is ready::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He begins to take a few deep breath and waits for  the final moment to one and biggest::  *All*: Take a few deep breaths before we go under!

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@*CTO*: Understood, breath deep and let me know when you surface.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The dolphins pick up speed and begin to sink into the water.

OPS_Nash says:
::gets a feeling that she should take a deep cleansing breath, then breath in deeply and hold::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: slowly sinks as his dolphin guide dives deep below.  The light from his lamp gives off a eerie glow as he shines it in front of him.  The walls underneath the water seems to shimmer as not only the walls but the coral reef below seems to be saturated with small gemstones.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::HE takes that big breath and as he sunk he moves his lamp to see what lies beneath::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Opens her eyes under water as her dolphin leads.  There are small blue and white fishes that resemble tropical fishes.  They appear to be swimming with her dolphin.  The underwater cavern contains reefs of various colors, green, blue, pink, orange.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@::Picks up a sample, looking like a large, carnivorous fish.  Rather colorful, perhaps it's a "living trap"?  Luring other predators and then turning on them?

CMO_Brabas says:
::The beams of the lamps of AT looks like magical ropes with no ends on it::

MO_T`Lin says:
::There are mollusks that line the bed, and there appears to be a few small shark-like creatures they pass along the way.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: sees several of the natural life forms around.  Multicolored fish seem to flitter about.  Keeping his lamp in front as he continues to hold tight to his diving buddy. ::

CMO_Brabas says:
::And every time the one of them pass the walls gives an glimpse of the gems and rocks::

OPS_Nash says:
::as she goes underwater, she notices that the water is warm and very calming,  almost like being in a womb, is this what it is like for the life growing within her, then she focuses in the area around her.  Lots of different kinds of schools of fish swimming around her, they are various shades of reds, blues, pinks, purples, and greens.::

MO_T`Lin says:
::wonders how much longer she will need to hold her breath.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::Further they go the plant life from time to time just vanishes::

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  The dolphins begin to surface.  The AT emerges in a small cave.  The dolphins wait for them to catch their breaths.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: gasps for breath and looks about. :: ALL: Everyone still with us?

CMO_Brabas says:
Out loud: Argh!

CMO_Brabas says:
All: It is amazing!

MO_T`Lin says:
::Coughs a little to clear her throat.:: CTO: I think I swallowed some water.

OPS_Nash says:
::as they emerge from underwater, Kyleigh takes a deep breath::  CTO:  I'm fine.

MO_T`Lin says:
::The water appears to be salty, but still drinkable.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: grins as he looks to the MO :: MO: as long as you don't swallow a fish  you should be fine.

CMO_Brabas says:
CTO:I am better then good. ::He feels as though adrenalin rushes through his veins.::

OPS_Nash says:
::she looks around and smiles, the CSO made it as well, she wonders what he was thinking during his journey underwater::

MO_T`Lin says:
::Smiles at the CTO.::  CTO: No, sir.  I prefer mine cooked, thank you.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He try's a little sip of water::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
@::Wonders what's behind this world, and why it seems so alive as a whole.::

CMO_Brabas says:
MO: You'll be fine.  ::Smiles as his eyes glimmer and as he is not fully here::

MO_T`Lin says:
CMO: I'm okay, Jovan.  Thanks.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: looks to the CMO:: CMO: Sir, don't drink the water.  We don't know where its been!

CMO_Brabas says:
::He spills the water.::  CTO: OK. 

Host SM-Trish says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>


